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According to IDC, in the next two years, nearly two-
thirds of the Global 2000 enterprise CEOs will have
made the shift to digital transformation and that
would dictate their business strategy. Similarly,
within the subsequent three years, the number of
companies that use advanced digital transformation
strategies in their business will have doubled in
number. (Source: IDC FutureScape: Worldwide IT
Industry Predictions 2016)

In this challenging landscape with innovative
technologies, evolving customer expectations,
insurance companies are looking to adopt new
approaches that will help themmeet the growing
demands of the market. Market pressure and the
growing competition have also made the need for
digital transformation far more pressing. Robotic
Process Automation (RPA) is going to be the
solution that changes the fate of the companies.

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a solution that can be
programmed to follow and complete predetermined
actions that are invariably repetitive but are an inherent
aspect of the business, especially insurance. Typically,
these activities include collating or populating data
gathered from various sources [primarily from customers or
third parties] to ensure operations are seamless and
smooth.

The sheer volume of data weighs down insurance businesses, and these repetitive tasks consume time,
and hamper business growth. By automating these activities to perform cognitive tasks [reasoning,
learning, and so on], RPA is causing disruptions across the traditional ways of improving efficiency, and
overall customer satisfaction levels across the value chain. With automation and RPA, not only are they
assured of improvement across the business, there is going to be an optimization of cost, of resources
with increased productivity and business agility.

The evolving insurance space

RPA & unlocking its true potential

The Robotic Process Automation market has been growing at
a fairly breakneck speed and is likely to reach $5 US billion
before the end of 2020.

Gartner says “By 2022, 65%
of organizations that
deployed robotic process
automation will introduce
artificial intelligence,
including machine learning
and natural language
processing algorithms.”

“
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Assisted RPA [Partially
automated]
The process is completed with some level of
human intervention, where at times the
queries might require an agent or someone
higher up to take over.

Unassisted RPA [Fully
automated]
The cases where RPA handles the entire
process end to end, without any human
intervention.

RPA exists in two formats:

• Used inContact centers

• Agents and Robotswork together on
the agent desktop

• Limited central management of robots

• ROI small for each robot- but
compounded by each robot used

• Used in the back office

• Robots batch- process work

• Centralisedmanagement of robots

• ROI is large for each robot

Source: Forrester report
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With RPA, insurance companies can bolster insurer
productivity, boost process automation, and help deliver
differentiated customer experiences and open up a world of
opportunities that would otherwise be lost. RPA helps do
away with the worry of hiring resources to handle large
volumes of data-heavy tasks and ensures an increase in
customer engagement as well.

Opportunities &
benefits

28% of respondents have already started their RPA journey.
This is expected to increase exponentially in the next two years, considering another
18% are all set to take their first step towards automation & 13% have already got at least
1 function fully automated. If this continues at its current level, RPA will have achieved
near-universal adoption within the next five years.

[Source: McKinsey & company survey.]

The market size of the
worldwide robotic process
automation pegged at USD
1.1 billion in 2019 and is
projected to witness a CAGR
of 33.6% from 2020 to 2027.
The increasing demand for
Business Process Automation
(BPA) harnessing Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and software
robots is anticipated to be
the key growth driver. Few of
these technologies are now
declining since businesses
across the globe are
transforming into a dynamic
digital environment.

16%
Scaling across
multiple parts
of business

13%
Fully automated
atleast 1
function or
business unit

28%
Pilot underway

05%
Don't know

20%
No plans to
automate

18%
Plan to start in
the coming year

Automation Imperative

Source: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/operations-management-
reshaped-by-robotic-automation
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Higher ROI
With the adoption of RPA, companies can now focus on some of the other aspects that might require
human involvement – decision-making, developing new strategies, or face-to-face customer interactions
thereby increasing insurance sales. There is also the impact of RPA on the distribution channels, in areas
related to regulations and compliances.

Resource management
Implementing RPA does not mean you do away with some of your workforces, no. Instead, it will make
them far more effective and increase their sales opportunities. Insurers are taught to use the new digital
channels, including platforms such as Facebook Messenger, Instagram, chat applications, and others that
are quite popular among their customers. A study by Forrester has revealed there is going to be growth in
the business of 5% to 10% next year. RPA provides omnichannel experience to customers, which in turn
benefits the insurers as well.

Marketing through word of mouth
Customers today rely heavily on reviews from their friends, or others posted online. With RPA integration
into the existing business model, the insurer improves the customer relationship, reducing time across
processes, especially claims to process. This in turn leads to customer retention, and new customers
flowing in through word of mouth reviews/promotions.

Key benefits
of RPA
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Accuracy & productivity assured
Sincemachines handle large volumes of data, the margin of error goes down to theminimum, which
translates into faster processing of submissions. Similarly, there is consistency in the process that in turn
boosts an insurer’s productivity giving them time to innovate and offer personalized products and
suggestions to customers.

Improved TAT & value-added services
Machines complete tasks faster, which improves the turn-around-time drastically. And with the human
task force focussed on strategies, the avenues for value-added services grow. These value-added
services can be focussed on offering enhanced customer experiences. There is also a significant shift in
how the underwriting process and pricing is done.

Time to rethink your metrics
The emergingmarkets have empowered the customers to make decisions andmake demands from the
company. With the complexity growing, the insurers need to hop on board the advanced technologies
and focus on offering high-end customer experience all the time. For this purpose, they will have to
rethink the metrics adopted, and look at those that are customer-centric and outcome focussed.

Round the clock assistance
RPA and AI have revolutionized the business of insurance. With chatbots and virtual assistance available,
customers can reach out to the brand anytime from anywhere to clarify queries, obtain quotes, or share
information. Their queries are addressed instantly unless it requires human intervention. Customer needs
are met round the clock, which in turn leads to higher customer satisfaction.

Personalized products
Traditionally insurers did the entire process of underwriting after spending time with a customer. But
today, through RPA tools, they can collate data gathered from various sources [included connected
devices & social media channels], do a risk profile analysis, and offer better services right away. This gives
them an additional avenue to offer personalized products.

Personalizedmarketing campaigns
Insurance companies that are ahead of the game have been utilizing analytical engines to not only
capture data but also generate unified profiles of their consumers. This in turn shall be used to push
targetedmarketing campaigns that suit the customers’ profile and lifestyle. They can customize the
insurance coverage with different price points to suit their needs. It gives the insurers a hidden weapon
to offer enriched conversations with customers.
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For nearly all enterprises in the insurance space, RPA is a
game-changer indeed. The insurance leaders and
organizations grapple with huge volumes of data and
spend considerable amounts of time on repetitive tasks.
RPA is the only solution that offers freedom from this
roadblock andmakes way for new opportunities, and
better business.

The companies will experience significant improvements
in their process, optimization of cost, better utilization of
resources, lesser frauds and higher accuracy, increased
efficiency, improved productivity, and customer service
[which leads to customer retention & upselling
opportunities].

Integrating RPA
into your systems..

Before you get started, do
this simple exercise, just 5
questions

1) Assess your current business strategies
& processes. Where do you need most
resources for the execution of tasks?

2) Identify your business processes
against the individual characteristics at
tasks & process levels.

3) Is it possible for a robot to initiate the
process based on a predefined schedule?

4) Can the processes across the
insurance business be mapped end-to-
end based on predefined inputs?

5) Identify the top 3 areas/processes for
RPA implementation.



Why Neutrinos
Automation, AI/ML Capabilities and data analytics help address various challenges
insurance companies are facing. They focus on eliminating customer pain points
and boosting business growth. With the implementation of cutting edge innovation
through RPA, and Telematics, Neutrinos sees it emerging as the single most
effective driving force in improving the bottom line for insurers and rewarding safe
drivers while at the same time irrevocably and positively revolutionizing both the
claims process as well as the claims experience.

We at Neutrinos helps insurers all across the world implement RPA solutions
keeping the results the organization aims to achieve in mind and developing a
solution tailored to their specific goals. Seamless operations optimize outcomes,
deliver value, and enhance customer engagement. Neutrinos Multi-experience
Development Platform(MXDP) facilitates RPA tools to work to their highest level of
efficiency by enabling the various cross-functional teams to easily connect and
collaborate on several applications to provide end-to-end solutions.

The Neutrinos RPA team is one that consists of dedicated and highly experienced
professionals working exclusively on RPA technologies. Partnered with leading RPA
platform providers and certified and cross-skilled in multiple RPA platforms,
Neutrinos is an Intelligent Automation solution provider with end-to-end process
automation development and implementation experience. Having worked with
many insurers, Neutrinos is in a position to deliver value, not just through the
implementation of RPA, but also driven by a results-based approach, tailored to
your specific goals.

Above all, Neutrinos is an Intelligent Automation solution provider with end-to-end
process automation using BPM, RPA on our Low-Code application development
platform. Here are a few customer stories where we have transformed their
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Success Stories

Success
Stories

Automated Invoice Processing
and Claims Disbursements

The emails sent by repairers to the client [a
leading insurance company in South Africa]
contained attachments with invoices in many
different formats. The time and effort spent in
extracting the information in the invoices for
processing were long and tiresome. Neutrinos
brought in a solution for this direct-to-
customer channel based on a UiPath RPA Tool
where once the MBR submitted the final
invoices and statements, the allocator would
then pass on the relevant documents to the
Payment Operator Diary. The operator then
accessed the AS400 Diary Entry to view the
corresponding documents, move on to
Payment Release, and finally authorize the same
to clear the amount payable.

Benefits
Reduction in human intervention, Optimisation
of cost, Faster processing of invoices, and
Better analytical insights.

e-Payment Authorization using
Kapow (Kofax RPA) as an RPA tool

This leading Insurance company in Malaysia was
reeling with queries related to e-payment
authorization since uploading the supporting
documents took long and there were issues
around configurability, usability, Performance
and wait times. It affected the workflow since
the Kofax Total Agility [KTA] process flowwas
not optimized.

Neutrinos created an e-form on Digital
Workplace that would help drive e-payment
authorization requests of New Registration and
tomake any changes desired. This eased up the
entire e-payment authorization process. This
led to the client achieving Business Agility and
smooth workflows.

Benefits
The client achieved Business Agility with
Compliance ease and visibility, along with a
clear approval process across the workflow.
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Real-time incident visibility
boosts customer experience

The leading South African financial services
company wanted to connect with their
customers in real-time, offer ambulance/car/
towing facilities on request and other such
options. But were struggling to achieve the
same with their existing systems.

With Neutrinos solutions in place, they were
able to offer real-time incident/accident
intimation and this in turn led to quicker
responses, including real-time guidance to the
nearest garage/repair facilities. Ultimately it led
to connected claims processing systems as
well.

Benefits
Significant decrease in churn rate, Improved
ability to up-sell and cross-sell, Increased
customer satisfaction levels.

Intelligent Automation for Enhanced
CX and Faster TAT

Customers of this large group insurance
company were demanding better products,
services, and experience, which continued to
remain a challenge for the insurer. With the
introduction of newer marketing channels and
targeted campaigns based on customer
profiles in this direct to consumer approach,
the customers found they could obtain insights
andmake informed decisions. In turn, they
provided cross-selling opportunities.

The customers experienced a visible
transformation with the new app lifecycle
management system, integrated digital
platforms, automation with RPA, and
connected services across multiple channels
which enhanced overall service levels.

Benefits
Operational transparency, Optimised cost of
operations, Better leadmanagement, and
Improved customer experience (CX).
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In Conclusion
While Robotic Process Automation as a technology has been growing
and has seen quite a lot of demand in recent times, especially when
enterprises are looking to control costs and optimize resources. This
technology is used across industries and has proven to help make
businesses better and boost growth in the process.
As mentioned above, Robotic Process Automation technology can help
insurers on their digital transformation journeys by :

• Facilitating better customer services
• Streamlining business processes and operations to enable

compliance with regulations and standards
• Facilitating the rapid completion of processes
• Enhancing efficiency by digitizing and auditing process data and
• Bringing in cost savings to manual and repetitive tasks…

The increasing demand for business process automation (BPA)
harnessing artificial intelligence (AI) and software robots is anticipated
to be the key growth driver. The market size of the worldwide robotic
process automation pegged at USD 1.1 billion in 2019 and is projected to
witness a CAGR of 33.6% from 2020 to 2027.

Taking advantage of higher-end RPA opportunities will be easier said
than done. While RPA is usually a short-term/ interim solution, it requires
complex omnichannel platforms and frequent workflow review and
optimization that in turn, requires a competent and experienced IT
service.

https://goneutrinos.com/contact-us/
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Neutrinos is a Multi-experience Development company that offers a platform to ideate,
transform, and build complex enterprise applications within days – or sometimes hours.
Neutrinos is headquartered in Singapore and has operations across South Africa, South East
Asia, India, and the USA.
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